
KARMA
AGENCY GROWTH

If you are looking for next level

agency growth, you're in the

right place.

Karma Financial Group
Protecting Tomorrow, Today



Conformity is the jailer of
freedom and the enemy of
growth

– John F. Kennedy  

Protecting Tomorrow Today



AGENCY GROWTH

Being a Financial Services agent can be financial rewarding in itself, but having your own

agency and brand is the dream. Here at Karma Financial our dream is for yours to become a

reality. By partnering with Karma you take one step closer to achieving unmatched financial

stability and agency growth. 

Providing Independent Financial Specialists Agents With More!

Our agents enjoy a dedicated support system that grooms and builds their business every step

of the way. With a strong structure 

Partnerships Strategize Targeting

With zero contracting fees

and a streamline onboarding

process, we allow agents to

partner faster than ever

before.

We help you build your

agency from day one

teaching you how to invest

and maximize your profits.

Our client targeting lead

system allows us to give you

clients by product/need.
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7 KEY RESOURCES

Karma's Agency Structure allows agents to
enter a proven sales hierarchy.

Unlimited Team Growth allows our
independent agents to build their brand fast!

Our cutting-edge lead systems deliver high
intent clientele for our agents to consult with.

Our dedicated management and industry
leaders help you make the right moves early.

We provide extreme financial compensation
up front and residually. 

A large backend company resource library
allows everyone to have full access to learn

We provide exclusive logins, codes, and
promos for our agents over everyone else. 
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Our Goal is to educate the world on proper financial planning
methods and protect more families with the coverage they need.
Growth Sectors for Insurance nationally have steadily increased in
the past 5 years. 

GLOBAL MARKET

Agency Growth Customer Base Growth Overall Production Growth

111%
Agent Growth Customer Base Pandemic Growth

95% 31%

Due to our unique

platform, more and

more agents are joining

the Karma Financial

Group and growing their

brand with unlimited

resources.

Our Client Acquisition

technology is allowing

our customer base to

grow rapidly. Now more

than ever we need

financial agents to

consult with new clients.

Despite COVID-19 our

agencies have had

steady growth in our

recession and

depression proof

industry.



AGENCY GROWTH
1440 Rockside Rd Suite 118, Cleveland Ohio 44134

Phone: 872-259-6181 , Email: info@Karmafinancialgroup.com,

 Web: www.Karmafinancialgroup.com.com


